
CRASH 

 

 

Would it be easier to be a man 

or something in between? 

sometime in june the wheels got unstuck 

but now it’s a no go  

sisters and brothers 

arms around forgotten farms 

try not to breathe in poison 

this daredevil makes work of his suffering 

and shows how to arrive unharmed 

a stethoscope amplified my pulse 

the smart one is soft and loud  

have your bags nearby and be ready to run 

fresh words but only one thing is fact 

the pact has proven to be magic  

under the sun the stated sum 

everyone says they're lined up at zero 

i got a late start after spending too much time 

shaping up my head 

 

Your heart was filled with the new aerosol 

wigs were on sale 

but tonight isn’t in fashion 

they push play on distortion 

setting the world’s record 

for indefatigable confidence 

your brilliance is my romance 

its primary colors are sabotage 

skittering over the numbers 

the little red light in the brain 

until the scalp freezes 

aggregate decision set-ups 

cloud the globe 

terrible last moments in eyes and ears  

to build a foot to run 



inside a room cracked with emotions 

to build yourself into a bust of intrusion 

foot to flex 

ring of occupants around  

may be listening 

to you hum 

colloidal aerosol 

expanded arrays of it 

giant family teaching memory 

get away from the screen 

its mission of old patterns 

quick gamelan bells  

one star as good as another 

beauty passed on and on 

such beautiful girls 

one isn’t another 

kissing herself in the mirror 

the real can’t stand them 

its crooked ties 

  

One woman is tossed in the waste can 

you may not talk 

you may think you are talking you are not 

dial up a new scene 

white blue muted screen 

silence is too slow 

she doesn’t have a mood  

fall in line 

out of step get in step 

it’s ending  

fruit of another day 

she is the man made fruit 

she has the bomb ticking under her 

the feeling that belongs here 

these spaces combined 

you have no fruit to describe 

bring the feeling along 

barbaric wonder 



 

Day and night it’s cinderella 

you are no masochist 

you have no seasons 

to hold you back 

a temporary tunnel  

to begin  

why rush into disappointment 

stay with me awhile 

we won’t keep score  

  

Yeah she-he was tough 

sinking motion in the house 

four days in a row 

wine stained her books 

in the ’70s they seemed to have so much fun 

false fun  

FM or AM depending 

phil schaap wouldn’t shut up 

introducing the musicians twice 

enough already with the names  

benny goodman sextet 

recorded August 13, 1939 

stay tuned i'll be with you until 7  

flying home 

lightning again  

the malian band climaxed when the rain came (twice)  

as i rushed to the train  

around the same time the kazakh supermodel 

dropped to the sidewalk 

her fairy tale looks  

lightning strobes the day 

a giant mirror can’t see everything 

tilted 

a flash through the ceiling 

a world i lived in no longer exists 

except in a recording 

it doesn’t know it 



simultaneous dare to capture 

hands and their vibrations 

in girls in dolls 

in brackish playthings 

  

All time all fear 

collectivist fate dissipated 

a mistake 

no awakening 

a dream she couldn't wake up from  

a dream interrupted that i couldn't finish 

interpreting 

periodic electrical storms 

sharp in my knowledge of common glances 

page turned in the middle of a song 

several copies or hand me downs 

the gypsy air 

a painting half finished finished! 

remembrances of a headless twin 

if we had the pleasure of an education 

stereoscopic lives 

excess appendages 

giving the dawn a thrust 

drawing a weapon  

no response without life present 

careful planning hasn’t returned us to ourselves 

i wanted to get a message to her 

but the device had stopped receiving  

her sympathetic hum 

flee from the noise of us 

a new storm comes 

intervals of hot and cold 

new emblem of fear 

happiness or sadness 

an illusion 

i search for a laughing girl i knew  

let the good times roll 

 



What left you  

contrarily fixed 

in your walking song 

defensive hot pink 

pattern of heavy matter  

gold is safe? 

behind the clock a secret sex 

she’ll say anything 

with a wink and a nod 

everyone charging something different for the future 

contiguously awake 

circling the filling station 

no money no talk  

circling the tv  

indigo bunting 

back to the girl in the kitchen 

thinking garbage will drift somewhere  

to another rock 

to russia 

arms gambit 

elbows shifting 

pull a side trick 

two harmonicas at once   

pleased to be your endorsement 

out of the rain 

an array of plastic molds 

old friends old circuits 

a wall needs a door 

expounded on night 

made a table of sleeplessness 

a buoyant head 

crimes all varieties  

middleman with no address 

no appearance 

a quest of the past 

of a right object 

of a gold one trapped in skin 

survival of the glass man 



collapsed prime 

deep in the mountain 

horizon without a story 

snow shines 

steady in her blush 

enemy moving quietly 

across an undisclosed map 

winter to begin contamination  

heavy skillet fell through the air 

my half-smiling creation 

says he knows better 

not an exit even temporarily  

blowing on dandelions 

as we inch along 

currents freeze 

paddles no good 

another leaf from the dream tree 

obstreperous static 

stand clear 
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